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Abstract
The grid is proposed to be the new computing
infrastructure for cross-domain resource sharing and
collaboration in virtual organizations. While most
current work in grid computing community focus on
adaptability of grid resource management, agility is
proposed in this work as another essential requirement,
aiming to provide mass customization and
personalization on grid computing service provision.
This work is focused on data streaming aspects of grid
agility. Since volumes of data streams are usually
extremely high but available bandwidth and storage
are often very limit in a grid environment, an enabling
environment for grid data streaming applications is
implemented with supports of on-demand data
transfers and just-in-time data cleanups in this work.
The implementation includes performance sensors,
predictors and a scheduler, with real-time
measurements, prediction and scheduling capabilities.
The GridFTP is utilized and data transfer schedules
are performed using the on-the-fly adjustable GridFTP
parallelism. Experimental results show that the data
streaming environment is agile enough to meet
dynamically changing application data processing
requirements and scale well regarding to storage and
bandwidth usage.

1. Introduction
Agility is considered as an essential feature to many
complex system engineering, e.g. business [11],
manufacturing [16] and software development [9].
Agility represents flexibility of response to
dynamically changing users’ requirements. Agility
provides mass customization and personalization of
services with extreme flexibility without loosing
efficiency. This work is focused on agility for grid data
streaming applications.
Data management is one of the most challenging
issues in grid implementation. While most existing

research on data grids prefer to a bring-program-todata approach, grid applications such as astronomical
observations, large-scale simulation and sensor
networks may require bring-data-to-program supports.
For
example,
LIGO
(Laser
Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory) [6,13] is generating
1TB scientific data per day and trying to benefit from
processing capabilities provided by the Open Science
Grid (OSG) [20]. Since most OSG sites are CPU-rich
and storage-constraint with no LIGO data available,
data streaming supports are required in order to utilize
OSG CPU resources. In a data streaming scenario, data
are transferred and processed constantly as if data were
always available from local storage. Meanwhile,
processed data have to be cleaned up to save space for
the subsequently coming data.
In this work, a data streaming environment is
implemented with supports of on-demand data
transfers and just-in-time data cleanups. The
implementation includes several modules, responsible
for real-time measurements, performance prediction,
and
resource
scheduling,
respectively.
The
environment is integrated with Condor [19] for job
allocation and Globus [14] for data transfers using
GridFTP [3]. Data transfer schedules are performed
using the on-the-fly adjustable GridFTP parallelism.
Experimental results show that agility of our data
streaming environment can meet dynamically changing
application data processing requirements with good
scalability.
Some existing work on data streaming management
are derived from database management systems, e.g.
STREAM [4], Aurora [7], NiagaraCQ [8], StatStream
[22], and Gigascope [10]. Most of data streaming
research in context of grid computing [5,15,17,18] are
application specific and scheduling issues are not
addressed. The following software implementation is
most similar to the work described in this paper:
y Pegasus [12,21]. Pegasus handles data transfers,
job processing and data cleanups in a workflow
manner. Data transfers and processing are
executed sequentially. In our environment, data

streaming is performed simultaneously as jobs are
processed. By carefully optimizing data streaming,
our environment makes required data available in
an on-demand and just-in-time manner.
y Streamline [1,2]. Streamline schedules streaming
applications on HPC resources using heuristic
methods. Streamline is basically still a job
scheduler with consideration of data streams; our
environment is focused on scheduling data
streaming instead of job processing with
consideration of system agility.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overall introduction to data streaming for
grid applications, which is implemented in details in
Section 3, using repertory policies, real-time
measurements, performance prediction and scheduling
techniques. Experimental results are included in
Section 4 and the paper concludes in Section 5.

2. Grid Data Streaming
A detailed introduction to grid requirements for data
streaming is provided in this section. Given an
example of grid applications, two major data
management methods are proposed: on-demand data
transfers and just-in-time data cleanups, which are
implemented in Section 3.

2.1. Grid requirements
Traditional grid computing applications prefer to a
bring-program-to-data approach. Since the cost for
transferring large mount of data is always high, it is
natural that users try to submit their jobs to computers
with data already available and only return data
analysis results instead of transferring raw data.
Grid
applications
such
as
astronomical
observations, large-scale simulation and sensor
networks may require working in a bring-data-toprogram manner. There may be scenarios that owners
of data, although ready for data sharing, may be
reluctant to allow remote users to execute processing
programs on sites for the sake of security or lack of
computational resources. For example, in the LIGO
project, there are not enough computational resources
available at observatories though data have to be
generated from observatories. In order to utilize CPU
cycles available from the OSG, LIGO data have to be
streamed to OSG sites for processing.
On the other hand, it is not always the case that
transferring large amount of data requires high
bandwidth and local storage space. It is not necessarily
either that all data are transferred to local at one time
before the processing program is actually started. In
this case, data can be processed in the form of streams,

and corresponding implementation requires supports of
on-demand data transfers and just-in-time data
cleanups described in the following sections.

2.2. On-demand data transfers
It is not always the case that data should be
transferred as fast as possible. For data streaming
applications, data transfers should be on-demand
instead of spontaneous. This is to say, data transfers
can be controlled to make required data available
according to actual data processing speeds. If data
arrive too fast and cannot be processed in time,
accumulated data may require large amount of storage
space over time; if data transfer speed is lower than
processing, corresponding jobs may become idle and
computational power is not fully utilized.
A data streaming environment has to support
multiple applications, each requiring different data
types. All applications have to share limit network
bandwidth and storage space. For example, most OSG
sites are CPU rich but storage limit. Data transfers
have to be scheduled in order to share bandwidth save
local storage and maximize CPU usage for data
processing. The prevailing principle here is enough is
ok, not the faster transfers the better, nor the more data
in storage the better. For data streaming applications,
data transfers and processing take place simultaneously.
The data streaming environment aims to provide data
for applications transparently and seamlessly as if jobs
are processing data that were always available from
local storage. This can be achieved via careful
scheduling especially with constraints of bandwidth
and storage.

2.3. Just-in-time data cleanups
Besides data transfer schedules, a cleanup
procedure is integrated in the environment to remove
obsolete data and save storage space for subsequently
coming data. Processed data should be removed from
local storage as soon as possible. Just-in-time cleanups
are of great importance in data streaming environment
since the whole volume of data are usually extremely
high. There maybe situations that multiple applications
are sharing a same set of data. In this case, data can be
only removed after all jobs are processed, otherwise
the same set of data have to be transferred for multiple
times.

3. The Environment Implementation
As shown in Figure 1, implementation of the data
streaming environment is described in this section,
including individual processors for performance
sensing, prediction, scheduling and execution of data
transfers and cleanups.
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Figure 1. The data streaming environment

y Sensors. The grid is a dynamic environment,
where performance of resources, including
networks, processors and storage, are changing
over time. For example, the network is shared by
many data transfers and the competition makes
available bandwidth for each transfer vary from
time to time, so real-time performance
information is required. Some sensors are
developed to collect such information, which can
be used as inputs of the performance predictor.
y Predictor. The predictor applies some prediction
algorithms to forecast performance for a period of
time in the future. Prediction results are inputs of
the scheduler.
y Scheduler. The scheduler collects performance
prediction results (e.g. data transferring and
processing speeds) and decides when to transfer
data, launch jobs and clean up processed data.
Actual executions call external functions
provided by Globus and Condor, as shown in
Figure 1.
Our optimal goal is to make full use of
computational resources, requiring guarantee of data
provision, and minimize bandwidth and storage
consumptions.

3.1. Real-time measurements
Performance information is of importance to
prediction of both data transfers and processing. This
can be achieved via real-time performance
measurements. Experimental results on GridFTP
scalability are included in this section as an example.
We apply GridFTP as the data transfer protocol for
cross-domain data replication, parameters of which can
be adjusted to get optimal transferring performance,
including parallelism, TCP buffer size and buffer size.
The parallelism has the most direct impact on data
transfer speeds. Our experiments show that the optimal

number of data channels is between 8 and 10, as shown
in Figure 2. The curve stands for average time of 20
experiments for transferring a data file of 2 GB in
seconds, using different parallelisms. It is obvious the
data transfer speed increases dramatically with the
GridFTP parallelism changing from 1 to 8. When the
parallelism reaches over 10, the increment does not
result in better performance further.
It is a non-trivial task to determine the proper
amount of bandwidth to be allocated for each
application running in the Condor pool in terms of
utilization and quality of service (QoS) satisfaction. As
far as our assignment algorithm concerns, it is
transformed to set appropriate GridFTP parallelisms
for applications. For convenience, the parallelism is set
to 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 according to data processing speed
and status of network. For example, if a certain
processing program can consume data of 2 GB in 230
seconds, according to Figure 2, the parallelism can be
set to 4 or 6 to guarantee data supply with minimum
bandwidth.
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Figure 2. Comparison of data transfer times using
different GridFTP parallelisms

Since the grid is a dynamic and resource sharing
environment, the same GridFTP parameter may result
in different actual data transfer speed over time, and
data processing speed in the Condor pool may also
vary over time. A well set parallelism may not always
match data requirements over a long time, which
makes it necessary to evaluate these parameters
periodically. In a time interval, if the GridFTP can not
supply enough data, its parallelism should be set to its
upper neighbors, e.g., from 6 to 8. But we must be
cautious to set the parallelism to a lower level unless
the redundant transferring speed is observed in several
successive intervals. If even the highest parallelism can
not meet data processing requirements, the
corresponding processor has to be inevitably idle and
wait for more available data; if the data transferring
speed is high enough, some repertory policy should be
applied to avoid data overflow.

3.2. Repertory policies
A repertory strategy with lower and upper limits for
each type of data is applied for the scheduler to decide
the start and end of data transfers and ensure only
reasonable local storage is required. For most OSG
sites, the total storage is limit and must be shared by
many types of data. On the other hand, it is
meaningless to keep processed data. Repertory policies
are defined to lower and upper limits of storage space
for each type of data.
The lower limit is used to guarantee that data
processing can survive network collapse when no data
can be streamed from sources to local storage for a
certain period of time, which improves system
robustness and increases CPU resource utilization.
This is also illustrated in Section 4 with detailed
experimental results. The upper limit for each
application is used to guarantee that the overall amount
of data in local storage does not exceed available
storage space.
Our strategy can be denoted as M(li, ui), where li
and ui stand for lower and upper limits for data type i
(i=1,2,…,n) and n is the total number of data types.
Lower and upper limits are mainly used as thresholds
to control start and end times of data transfers: when
data amount scratches the lower limit, more data
should be transferred until the amount reaches the
upper limit. Since there are also data cleanups involved,
data amount keeps changing and varies between lower
and upper limits.

3.3. Performance prediction
Data transferring and processing speeds must match
each other so as to gain optimized performance with
high throughput, so it is necessary to implement realtime monitoring and prediction. Online measurement
and prediction of CPU usage is included in this section.
There are many available prediction methods,
including nonlinear time-series analysis, wavelet
analysis, rough and fuzzy sets. Our implement of
fractal prediction for CPU usage can be calculated
rapidly with reasonable precision, which can meet our
requirement though not necessarily the best algorithm.
The fractal distribution can be described as:
C
N= D,
r
where r is the sample time, an independent variable; N
is the usage percent of CPU, a variable corresponding
to r; C is a constant to be calculated and D stands for
the fractal dimension.
Define a series of initial data Nj (j=1,…,m) and the
aggregate sum of ith order can be calculated as:

⎧ j
⎪⎪ ∑ N k , i = 1 .
Si, j = ⎨ kj =1
⎪∑ Si−1,k , i > 1
⎪⎩ k =1
The fractal dimension Di,j and the constant Ci,j can
be calculated as:
S
r
Di, j = ln i, j+1 ln j
Si, j
rj+1
D

Ci , j = Si , j ∗ r j i , j ,
where rj=j ( j=1,…,m-1).
Here the second order aggregated sum is applied
since for most cases its prediction result is good
enough and its computing overhead is reasonable. In
this case the prediction is:
N m +1 =

S 2 ,m * m

(m + 1)

D2 , m −1

D2 , m −1

− S 2 ,m − S1,m

Table 1. Fractal prediction of CPU usage (m=15)
Nj
S1,j
39.6 39.6
43.2 82.8
56.5 139.3
57.1 196.4
56.5 256.9
47.9 300.8
48.6 349.4
44.8 394.2
34.3 428.5
39.1 467.6
40.2 507.8
39.3 547.1
34.3 581.4
36.7 618.1
38.2 656.3
Predicted
N16

S2,j
39.6
122.4
261.7
458.1
711.0
1011.8
1361.2
1755.4
2183.9
2651.5
3159.3
3706.4
4287.8
4905.9
5562.2
36.9

S3,j
S4,j
D1,j
D2,j
D3,j
D4,j
39.6
39.6 -1.0641 -1.6280 -2.0324 -2.3479
162
200 -1.2830 -1.8742 -2.3712 -2.7917
424
630 -1.1941 -1.9462 -2.5477 -3.0579
882
1510 -1.1331 -1.9700 -2.6498 -3.2319
1593 3100 -0.9513 -1.9351 -2.6974 -3.3451
2605 5700 -0.9716 -1.9243 -2.7274 -3.4239
3966 9670 -0.9035 -1.9046 -2.7445 -3.4805
5721 15390 -0.7084 -1.8544 -2.7451 -3.5191
7905 23300 -0.8288 -1.8414 -2.7453 -3.5471
10557 33850 -0.8653 -1.8385 -2.7469 -3.5689
13761 47570 -0.8567 -1.8355 -2.7490 -3.5866
17422 64990 -0.7597 -1.8204 -2.7489 -3.6008
21710 86700 -0.8260 -1.8171 -2.7492 -3.6126
26616 113320 -0.8692 -1.8198 -2.7507 -3.6229
32178 145500 ----------------Measured
Relative
38.4
3.91%
N16
error

One of prediction results is given in Table 1. Nj is
an average CPU usage (%) during a 10 seconds’
interval. While D1,j varies to some extent, D2,j, D3,j and
D4,j approach to a stable value respectively. This means
that fractal dimensions tend to be fixed and can be
applied to make prediction. As shown in Table 1, the
relative error of the prediction N16 is reasonably good.
A predication of 100 samples is included in Figure
3. While there are some difference between the
prediction and measurements, prediction results does
follow the trend of CPU usage measurements.

3.4. Scheduling of data streaming
The amount of data in storage varies over time and
can be described as the following:
Q i (t ) = I i (t ) −d i (t ) i = 1,2,", n

Qi (0 ) = 0 i = 1,2, " , n ,
where Q i (t ) , I i (t ) and d i (t ) stand for the varying rate,

assigned transferring bandwidth and processing speed
for data type i(i=1,…,n). Q i (t ) is the derivative of the

data amount in storage, which reflects integrated
effects of input and cleanup of data. Data is streamed
to local storage on-demand and then processed and
removed.
If Ii(t)= di(t), there is Q i (t ) = 0 , which means that
all data is processed and removed as soon as they are
transferred, and theoretically no extra storage is
necessary at any time.
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Figure 3. Comparison of 100 prediction and
measurements of CPU usage

Data processing programs run constantly to process
available data. If no data is locally available, they have
to be idle and wait which wastes computational
resources. So di(t) can be described as:
⎧ 0 Qi (t ) = 0
d i (t ) = ⎨
i = 1,2," , n .
⎩> 0 Qi (t ) > 0
Sometimes we can just take di(t) as a constant, and
then we have:
⎧ 0 Qi (t ) = 0
d i (t ) = ⎨
i = 1,2,", n .
(
)
d
Q
t
0
>
i
i
⎩
As mentioned before, the total storage available is
limit and the constraint is:
n

∑ Q (t ) ≤ S ,
i

i =1

where S is the total available storage. As introduced in
repertory policies, every type of data has its lower and
upper limits on storage space, Li and Ui:
Li ≤Q i (t ) ≤ U i i = 1,2,", n
It is necessary to set values for lower and upper
limits for each data type since these define when to
start and end transferring data. In this work these
values are set manually, and eventually some heuristic
methods can be applied to find more optimal values.
Ii(t) represents data transferring speeds and can be
controlled to optimize performance in terms of
throughput with the following constraint:
n

∑ I (t ) ≤ I (t ) ,
i

i =1

where I(t) is the total available local bandwidth at a
given time t. In an actual environment, Ii(t) can be
adjustable using carefully selected GridFTP
parallelism p for each data type. Possible values of p
are 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 and can be selected as:
~
⎧
1, I i (t ) ≤ I i (t ,1)
⎪
~
⎪ 2, I i (t ,1) < I i (t ) ≤ I i (t ,2) ,
⎪
~
p = ⎨4, I i (t ,2) < I i (t ) ≤ I i (t ,4)
⎪6, I (t ,4) < ~
I i (t ) ≤ I i (t ,6)
⎪ ~i
⎪⎩8, I i (t ) > I i (t ,6)
~
where I i (t ) represents the data transferring
requirement (in another word, data processing speed)
for data type i at a given time t. Ii(t,p) is the estimated
data transferring speed using the GridFTP parallelism
p for data type i at a given time t. These can be
measured and predicted using methods proposed in
Sections 3.1 and 3.3.
With above processes and constraints, the
optimization goal is to minimize the waste of
computational resources, or in another word, to
maximize throughput of each data type:
Tf

max ∫ di (t )dt i = 1,2,", n ,
0

or the whole throughput for all types of data:
n
Tf
Tf ⎛ n
⎞
max ∑ ∫ di (t )dt = max ∫ ⎜ ∑ di (t )⎟dt ,
0
0
i =1
⎝ i =1
⎠
or, if each type of data processing has different
privileges or weights:
n
Tf
Tf ⎛ n
⎞
max ∑ ∫ ωi d i (t )dt = max ∫ ⎜ ∑ ωi di (t )⎟dt
0
0
i =1
⎝ i =1
⎠
where Tf is the evaluation time span and ωi is the
weight of data type i(i=1,…,n).
There could be many other scheduling goals, e.g.
fairness of data transferring and processing. Many
existing policies in job scheduling can also be applied
for scheduling of data streaming. These will be
addressed in our future work.

4. Experimental Results
A prototype data streaming environment is
implemented to evaluate algorithms proposed in
Section 3. A Condor pool is built to manage over 10
workstations
in
the
laboratory,
providing
computational and storage resources. Data to be
processed are available in remote sites rather than
machines in the Condor pool, and Globus GridFTP is
adopted for data streaming.

4.1. Experiment design
An LIGO data analysis program is used as a case
study of data streaming applications. It reads in data

Three repertory policies are used for performance
evaluation of storage scalability, which are illustrated
in Figure 4.
y Continuous streaming without cleanup. Data
transfers are not under any control, i.e. data are
transferred constantly, and no cleanup procedure
is involved, so data accumulates rapidly, as
shown in Figure 4.
y Continuous streaming with cleanup. The cleanup
process is added. While the required storage
space scales better, data still accumulates over
time. This is because data transfers are faster than
processing. Although processed data can be
removed immediately, data waiting to be
processed still accumulates and required storage
space increases.
y On-demand streaming with cleanup. In this
scenario, the scheduling algorithm proposed in
Section 3 is applied. Since data transfers are
controlled using lower and upper limits, data
transfers would stop at upper limits and data
overflow would not happen.
From experimental results given in Figure 4 we can
infer that our data streaming and scheduling
mechanism should scale well with applications
requiring high volumes of data and long-term runs.
With storage lower limits, our repertory policies
also result in tolerance to unexpected situations, e.g.
network failures. This guarantees applications can
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Figure 4. Performance evaluation on storage
scalability using 3 repertory strategies

During a many hours’ data streaming period, a
network broken happens in the middle for a short
period of time. While the amount of local available
data (represented using data file numbers) drops below
the lower limit temporarily, the application is still
running and after the network recovers, data storage
resumes to a normal level.

Data File Number

4.2. Performance evaluation - scalability

survive network failures which disable data streaming
from remote sites. Figure 5 shows such an instance.

Storage Usage (MB)

from both observatories and calculates statistics for
gravitational burst analysis. LIGO data for analysis are
transformed from raw data to binary data files in
reduced size using an international standard data
format.
Data processing programs are submitted to the
Condor pool and allocated to available computational
nodes according to their requirements. Processing
programs run constantly on host machines, and
required data are transferred from data sources on
remote sites to local storage and fed to corresponding
processing programs.
Our data streaming environment with several
individual daemons, including sensors, the predictor,
the scheduler and data transfer and cleanup agents, is
independent from applications. It monitors processing
programs, collects information about data transferring
and consuming to decide parameters dynamically, i.e.
upper and lower limits of repertory policies as
thresholds of data transfers, GridFTP parallelisms, and
so on. Since the grid is a dynamic environment,
scheduling is carried out over and over again and
makes new decisions when necessary, e.g. new
applications join or data processing speeds and
network situations change.

Time (minutes)

Figure 5. Storage usage tolerant to an
unexpected network failure

4.3. Performance evaluation - agility
We investigate agility of our data streaming
implementation by setting up an experiment with
dynamically changing data processing speeds. This
could happen especially when multiple processes are
sharing CPU resources. Four typical scenarios are
designed in the experiment and a scheduling scheme of
data streaming for 4 processing programs is illustrated
in Figure 6.
y data1. Since the data1 application has a very high
data processing speed, the GridFTP parallelism is
set to the highest 8 to meet the requirement. Even
data has been streamed as fast as possible, it is
obvious that data processing still has to be idle
and wait for available data occasionally.

y data2. As shown in Figure 6, the data processing
speed of data2 application decreases over time,
leading to a dynamically changing scheduling
scheme for data transferring. The GridFTP
parallelism starts from 8 and finally decreases to
2 since processing speed becomes low after 14
minutes.
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This work is focused on agility aspects of data
streaming for grid applications. On demand data
transfers and just-in-time data cleanups are proposed to
implement system agility and meet application
requirements with consideration of scalability. In order
to utilize computational resources with limit storage
and bandwidth, large amount of data have to be
streamed for processing.
A prototype of a data streaming environment is
implemented, together with Condor for CPU allocation
and Globus GridFTP for data transfers. Some repertory
policies are defined, performance measurement and
prediction methods are proposed, and scheduling
algorithms are implemented. Experimental results
show good scalability and agility of our environment.
Ongoing work includes the consideration of data
sharing scenarios among multiple data processing
applications. Also some heuristic scheduling algorithm
is under development for refined performance
optimization. We are also investigating the method to
combine data streaming scheduling with traditional job
scheduling so that system agility could be improved
further.
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